Another Beast Coming Up Out of the Earth,
Part Two
Let us stand and give all praises to the Creator of Heaven and Earth,
%&%*! He is the God of gods, King of kings, and Lord of lords! And I am
most grateful that He chose me to be here this day to exalt His name for
evermore. Blessed Be The King! Oh, there are so many things to thank
%&%* for. I thank %&%* for my life. I thank %&%* for sending us His Son,
%&%* 0v %&%*, to teach us about our history, our culture, our language, our
names, and our land that we were once dead to. And most importantly, I
thank %&%* 0v %&%* for revealing unto us the name of our God, %&%*,
because without Him we would forever be lost in “darkness.”
For truly %&%* 0v %&%* is the great emanating Light that has shined
His marvelous light in every crevice and corner of our darkened minds that
we may have light to “see.” What %&%* 0v %&%* has produced among us as
a people is a miracle, and I am eternally grateful for His works. Hallelu
%&%*! Truly He is deserving of our highest praise.
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It is, indeed, my personal pleasure to welcome all of you to part two
of this seminar, entitled, “Another Beast Coming Up Out of the Earth.”
However, before we can proceed with part two of this seminar, it is
imperative that we take a few minutes to review some of what was divulged
in part one. In part one, our mission was to unveil the identity of the beast
encoded in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 11. Let us open our Bibles to this
Scripture and read:
And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth;
and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a
dragon.

As we took our time and went through to decrypt this Scripture,
symbolism by symbolism, the true identity of whom this beast represents
today was unearthed. Astounding evidence revealed that this second beast is
a euphemism for a highly distinguished and very reputable black woman,
Dr. Condoleezza Rice, who is National Security Adviser to President George
W. Bush.

We presented incriminating evidence to substantiate that President
George W. Bush was given a monumental task to establish the World
Government, however, our facts showed that he is neither mentally nor
intellectually competent to bring the World Government about on his own.
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Subsequently, he will acquire some additional assistance from another beast,
Dr. Condoleezza Rice, who will use her superb intelligence, practical
qualifications, and innate abilities to help him accomplish his charge before
his time is cut short by Almighty, %&%*.

In decoding the phrase, “…coming up out of the earth,…,” from
Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 11, we disclosed that the earth is
representative of her [Dr. Condoleezza Rice’s] position as National Security
Adviser. And on a whole, figuratively speaking, “coming up out of the
earth,” only means that she will leave her position as National Security
Advisor to the President of the United States, in achievement of an even
“higher” position.

Also, decoded was the phrase, “…she spake as a dragon…,” which
validated that Dr. Condoleezza Rice has a special relationship with President
George W. Bush; and because of this, she was appointed by an elite group to
help President Bush exact the World Government with great precision.
Thusly, her superb intelligence will be needed to carefully think out the
details and thoroughly plan, so as to gradually develop the World
Government in a way that will not be easily apparent to others. Even more,
under her direction, the World Government will be so well established that it
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will be in full operation before it even becomes apparent to the public. Such
actions serve to show her confidence in her role as a dragon. Praise %&%*.

After having set the stage with part one, we are ready to resume our
course with part two of this seminar. We will be decoding the next verse in
sequence: Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 12. Since we have established this
second beast to be a “she,” from this point on, we will substitute the
masculine pronouns with the feminine pronouns. With this in mind, let us
read:
And [s]he exerciseth all the power of the first beast
before [her], and causeth the earth and them which dwell
therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound
was healed.

In this hour, we shall carefully scrutinize the method which Dr.
Condoleezza Rice will use to exercise “ALL” the power of the first beast
before her--President Bush. The phrase, “And she exerciseth all the power
of the first beast before her…,” is very, very important, because it serves as
the prerequisite to how she will cause the earth and them which dwell
therein to worship President Bush.

Most people have already picked up on the fact that Dr. Condoleezza
Rice exercises the full authority over all the affairs of President Bush today:
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she influences all of his actions, and he makes no decisions without her
input. In fact, it was reported that she is the first person he meets with in the
morning, and the last he meets with at night. That says more than enough
about how much he trusts her to handle things, and how much he values her
opinion. So, today our mission will be to confirm Scripturally the power
that he has been put into the hands of Dr. Condoleezza Rice.

Let us begin our research by closely examining the word “exerciseth”
from the phrase, “And she exerciseth all the power of the first beast before
her…” Exerciseth is the archaic form of the word exercise, and conferring
with the Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright 1955, on page 651,
exercise means to “use.” On page 2325, use is “the act of using something
for a purpose.” Thus, these definitions serve as fact to validate that Dr.
Condoleezza Rice will use “all” the power of the first beast, President
George W. Bush, for a purpose. What is this purpose?

In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 965,
a purpose is synonymous to a “cause.” And in the Webster’s New World
Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998, Computer Software, cause is
defined as a “movement,” while, movement in the American Heritage
College Dictionary, copyright 2002, on page 911, is “a series of events that
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foster a policy.” In keeping with these facts, it is safe for us to assert that
Dr. Condoleezza Rice will use “all” the power of the first beast, President
George W. Bush, in order to set off a series of events that will foster a
policy.

In accordance with Webster’s II New College Dictionary, copyright
1999, on page 1009, series is classified as “a number of events of the same
kind occurring in a row or following one after another in succession.”
Accordingly, we can determine that these series of events shall be a number
of events of the same kind that will occur in a row or follow one after
another in succession that shall foster a policy.

The Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998,
Computer Software, defines the word foster as “promote”; and in the same
dictionary, promote means “to bring about or further the establishment of.”
Furthermore, we shall see a number of events of the same kind occur in a
row that will bring about or further the establishment of a policy. What is
this policy? Policy, as found in the aforementioned reference source, is
equivalent to “polity.” According to Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright
1996, on page 48, polity (#49.1) is the same as “world government.” In
essence, these facts conclude, beyond a reasonable doubt, that it is Dr.
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Condoleezza Rice who will use “all” the power of President Bush to initiate
a number of events that that will bring about or further the establishment of
the World Government.

Now, since Dr. Condoleezza Rice will use “all” the power of the first
beast, President Bush, to start a number of events, then it is now our duty to
determine what “power” he has.

In the Oxford Universal Dictionary,

copyright 1955, on page 1559, power is “authority.” And authority in
Black’s Law Dictionary, Seventh Edition, copyright 1999, on page 129, is
validated as “the permission to legally act on another’s behalf.” It is also
referenced in Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright
1998, Computer Software, as “the right to give commands, enforce
obedience, take action, or make final decisions.”

This is what we have gathered from these facts: we have gathered,
thus far, that when Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 2, tells us that Dr.
Condoleezza Rice will use “all” the power of the first beast, President
George W. Bush, it is inferring that she has permission “legally” to act on
his behalf. She also has the right to give commands, enforce obedience, take
action, and make final decisions. This pretty much says that she has the
power to do as she chooses. And this power or authority that she has---to
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give commands, enforce obedience, take action, and make final decisions--is
crucial, because it completely allows her the ability to orchestrate these
events that she is planning, so as to further the establishment of this World
Government that she is setting up on behalf of President Bush.

Now in order for us to understand the depth of her power, and to
understand the first event that she shall enact, there is another Scripture
found in the book of Revelation that will supply us some additional
information on this woman--Dr. Condoleezza Rice. It clearly pinpoints the
authority that she will use on behalf of the first beast, President Bush, to
initiate the first of a number of events that will be used to further the
establishment of the World Government. This event will result in the earth
and they which dwell in it to worship the beast. In fact, the whole ordeal is
“nicely” laid out in Revelation, Chapter 17, verses 3 and 4. Let us read:
So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness:
and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full
of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten
horns. <stop>

The identity of this scarlet coloured beast is the same as is found in
Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1, “…and saw a beast rise up out of the sea,
having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon
his heads the name of blasphemy.” In the seminar series, “The Rising of
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The Beast Out of The Sea,” we “factually” documented that the beast with
seven heads, ten horns, and the names of blasphemy as President George W.
Bush. Therefore, this scarlet coloured beast described as being full of the
names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns, in fact, is “President
George W. Bush.” If we pay close attention, he has a second party, regarded
as a woman “sitting” upon him. We can perceive who this woman is by
defining the word “sit.”

On the authority of the Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright
1999, on page 1675, sit means, “to exercise authority.” Therefore, the
woman described in Revelation, Chapter 17, verse 3 that is sitting on
President George W. Bush is suggesting that she was put in that position to
“exercise his authority,” validating the identity of this woman as Dr.
Condoleezza Rice. Now, let us read more about this woman. Continue with
Verse 4:
And the woman [Dr. Condoleeza Rice] was arrayed in
purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold and
precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her
hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication:

In Verse 4, it points out to us that this woman [Dr. Condoleezza Rice]
was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour. Let us investigate what this means
by beginning with the word “array.” According to The Synonym Finder, by
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J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 65, to array, the present tense of
arrayed, means the same as to “place.” In conjunction with this information,
it is obvious that Dr. Condoleezza Rice will be placed in purple and scarlet
colour.

In order to determine the full meaning of this, we must first

understand the word “colour,” so that we can understand the adjectives,
purple and scarlet, that are describing it.

Webster’s New World Dictionary of American Language, copyright
1960, on page 290, states that colour (c-o-l-o-u-r), is the British spelling of
color (c-o-l-o-r), and on page 289, color (c-o-l-o-r) is defined as “one’s
position.” Therefore, we can definitively assert that the words purple and
scarlet are describing the position of Dr. Condoleezza Rice. Let us continue
on. Purple is documented in The Cassell Concise Dictionary, copyright
1998, on page 1184, as “authoritative.” And The Webster’s New World
Dictionary & Thesaurus, defines scarlet as “cardinal,” which means
“chief.” In the same reference source, chief is described as “leading.”

Our intelligence is pointing out to us that Dr. Condoleezza Rice will
be placed in an authoritative and leading position, meaning that she will be
given the right to command, enforce obedience, take action, and make final
decisions so that she will be able to initiate a number of events of the same
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kind that will occur in a row or following one after another in succession.
These events that she will play a leading role over is what she shall use to
bring about the World Government. Let us decode our next phrase from
Revelation, Chapter 17, verse 4, which reads in part:
And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour,
and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls…,

“…and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls…” On the
authority of Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998,
Computer Software, deck, the present tense of decked, is characterized as
“to equip.”

In the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary,

copyright 1999, Computer Software, equip means “to provide with whatever
is needed for use.” On account of this, we are gaining the understanding that
not only will Dr. Condoleezza Rice be given an authoritative and leading
position to start a number of events that will trigger the establishment of the
World Government on behalf of President George W. Bush, but she will also
be provided with what is needed for use, such as gold, precious stones, and
pearls, to fulfill her task.

We know for certainty that she will not be

provided jewelry for these occasions, so then gold, precious stones, and
pearls are figurative items that must be decoded.
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Let us begin to examine these items that she will be provided with,
starting with the word “gold.” In the same aforementioned Webster’s New
World Dictionary & Thesaurus, gold is depicted as “money.” We shall also
define “precious stones.” In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright
1978, on page 922, precious is equivalent to “necessary,” while in The
Cassell Concise Dictionary, copyright 1998, on page 1453, stone, the
singular of stones, is delineated as “rock.” Rock in The Synonym Finder, by
J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 1047, equates to “aid.” Again, in the
aforementioned Cassell Concise Dictionary, copyright 1998, on page 30, aid
is “financial assistance given from one country to another.”

Taking these definitions into consideration, we can affirm assuredly
that Dr. Condoleezza Rice will be provided with money; in addition, she will
be given the necessary financial assistance from other countries to finance
these events of the same kind that will bring about the World Government
and, furthermore, cause the earth and them which dwell therein to worship
the first beast, President George W. Bush.

We shall now find out what the last item that she will be provided
with means, which is “pearls.” Referenced in The New Strong’s Exhaustive
Concordance of the Bible, Greek Dictionary Section, copyright 1990, on
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page 46, the Greek word for pearl (#3135) is margarites (mar-gar-ee'-tace),
and it means “a pearl-oyster.” In Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary,
Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 832, oyster derives from Greek
ostrakon, meaning “shell.”

Shell is defined in the Microsoft Encarta

Dictionary, copyright 2003, as “ a large explosive projectile; bomb.”

These facts tell us that in addition to receiving money and financial
aid from other countries, she will also be provided with large explosive
projectiles and bombs” to assist her in the process of carrying out these
events that she has carefully planned to bring in the World Government. In
hearing all that she needs to be supplied with--such as large explosive
projectiles and bombs--I am sure that we can almost guess from this point
what she plans to do.

This brings us to our next phrase to decode from Revelation, Chapter
17, verse 4, which reads in part:
And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour,
and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls,
having a golden cup in her hand…

“… having a golden cup in her hand…”. According to Microsoft Encarta
College Dictionary, copyright 2001, on page 658, have the root of having,
means to “arrange something.”

In the Webster’s Universal College
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Dictionary, copyright 1997, on page 44, arrange means “to make plans and
preparations for.” In agreement with these facts, Dr. Condoleezza Rice will
use the money and financial aid that she will receive from other countries to
make plans and preparations for “a golden cup,” which she will use to
initiate her first of a number of events to plan out and prepare for the World
Government. So, here is the big question, “What is this golden cup in her
hand?”

However, before defining this “golden cup,” we shall first define the
word “hand.” According to the Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright
1955, on page 860, hand is defined as “control and direction.” Thus, it is
revealed to us that Dr. Condoleezza Rice has in her control a golden cup.
This confirms that this first event described as a golden cup shall be under
her direction, so as to bring the World Government into fruition.

In The Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright 1955, on page 809,
golden is characterized as “gall.” Gall is identified in The World Book
Encyclopedia Dictionary, A-K Volume One, copyright 1967, on page 812,
as “something bitter.” In other words, Dr. Condoleezza Rice is making
plans and preparations to control and direct a bitter cup. On page 197,
bitter is something “expressing grief.” Merriam Webster’s 11th Collegiate
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Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer Software, references grief as
“disaster.”

Disaster from the Random House Webster’s Unabridged

Dictionary, Computer Software, copyright 1999, is “ a calamitous event,
esp. one occurring suddenly and causing great loss of life, damage, or
hardship.”

In the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary,

Computer Software, copyright 1999, calamitous means “involving
calamity.”

Thus, the adjective bitter is describing an event that is involving
calamity. In the same source, calamity is defined as “a blow,” which a blow
is “a sudden attack.” Consequently, because the word bitter is used to
describe the cup, which is an event that is in the control of Dr. Condoleezza
Rice, then we can ratify from the above definitions that under the direction
of Dr. Condoleezza Rice there will be an event, identified as a cup, which
will involve a sudden attack that will result in great loss of life, damage, and
hardship. Let us move forward to further identify this sudden attack that
will be under the direction of Dr. Condoleezza Rice.

In the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer
Software, copyright 1999, sudden means “made without warning;
unexpectedly.” In the Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, attack
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(#418.2), means the same as “terrorist attack.” Coherently, as bitter is used
to describe the cup, it is become a known fact from this gathered
intelligence that this event, described as a cup, will be involving an
unexpected or unwarned “terrorist attack” that will be controlled or under
the direction of Dr. Condoleezza Rice.

Thus, we can see that she will use the power of the first beast,
President George W. Bush, to command another “terrorist attack.” Since,
we have discovered that she is in “control” of this terrorist attack, then we
can really, clearly, see who the real Bin Laden is here. Now let us see what
the event is, which is identified as a cup, in Revelation, Chapter 17, verse 4,
that will end in great loss of life, damage, and hardship.

In the Microsoft Encarta Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer
Software, cup means “sports competition.” Based upon this information,
this terrorist attack that will be controlled or under the direction of Dr.
Condoleezza Rice will be at a sports competition. And as a result of this
unexpected terrorist attack that will occur, it will end in great loss of life,
damage, and hardship. Thus, we have identified the first of a number of
events that will occur one after another in succession that will bring forth the
World Government.
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Even more, we have deduced with indisputable proof that Dr.
Condoleezza Rice will be provided the money and financial aid from other
countries as well as the weapons--large explosive projectiles and bombs--to
prepare for this so-called unexpected “terrorist attack.” This terrorist attack
at a sports competition will end in such great loss of life, damage, and
hardship, that it will compel her to bring forth the World Government. In
addition, these series of events, such as this attack at a sports competition,
will be one of many events that shall cause the earth and them which dwell
therein to worship the first beast, President George W. Bush.

Now, Revelation, Chapter 17, verse 4 also tells us that this terrorist
attack on a sports competition that will be controlled and directed by Dr.
Condoleezza Rice will be full of abominations and the filthiness of her
fornication. Let us read Revelation, Chapter 17, verse 4, in full:
And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour,
and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls,
having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations and
filthiness of her fornication:

What does this statement mean: full of abominations and filthiness of
her fornication? In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on
page 443, full means the same as “complete.”
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And complete in the

Merriam Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer
Software, is defined as “fully carried out.”

Therefore, this terrorist attack that will occur at a sports competition,
which will be in the control and direction of Dr. Condoleezza Rice will be
fully carried out in abominations and the filthiness of her fornication. What
are abominations?

Abomination in the Webster’s Universal College

Dictionary, copyright 1997, on page 2, is described as “vile action.” Thus,
this terrorist attack in which Dr. Condoleezza Rice will cause to bring in the
World Government will be completely carried out in vile actions.

In the Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998,
vile is defined as “wicked.”

According to the Merriam Webster’s 11th

Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer Software, wicked means
“causing harm, distress, or trouble.” And action in the same source, is
depicted as “plot.” Plot is “a secret plan for accomplishing a usually evil
end.” On account of this information, we can substantiate that this planned
terrorist attack that will be controlled or under the direction of Dr.
Condoleezza Rice will be a secret plan fully carried out to bring harm,
distress, and trouble in order to accomplish an evil end: The World
Government.
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Moreover, our Scripture also tells us that this terrorist attack will be
fully carried out in the filthiness of her fornication. First, filthiness. In the
Merriam Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer
Software, filthy, the adjective of filthiness, is defined as “underhand.” In
the same reference, underhand is defined as “done to evade notice.”

Now the word “fornication.” In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale,
copyright 1978, on page 433, fornication is synonymous to “infidelity.” In
the Roget’s International Thesaurus, Fifth Edition, copyright 1992, on page
496, infidelity (#645.6) means the same as “double dealing.

Double

dealing is denoted in the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary,
Computer Software, copyright 1999, as “duplicity,” which means
“deceitfulness in speech or conduct; speaking or acting in two different ways
concerning the same matter with intent to deceive.”

Therefore, this clearly verifies that not only will this planned terrorist
attack under her control be fully carried out in a secret plan, but she will
also use deceitfulness in her speech and conduct that will evade the public’s
notice that it is under her direction. She will speak and act in two different
ways concerning this “terrorist attack” that will be with intent to deceive the
public about her involvement in this attack. Regardless, in the end, this
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great loss of life, damage, and hardship that will result from it will lead her
straight into the establishment of a World Government. Praise '+').

Conclusively, the events that will be in her control, and in her
authority that will lead to the World Government shall eventually cause the
earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, President
George W. Bush. Let us return to our foundation Scripture, Revelation,
Chapter 13, verse 12:
And [s]he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before
[her], and causeth the earth and them which dwell
therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound
was healed.

Our next phrase to decode will be “…and causeth the earth and them
which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was
healed,” which is exactly the point that we will pick up in our next seminar.
In our part three, we shall continue to explore the number of events that will
lead up to this World Government, as well as, give you the reason behind
why these events will result in the World Government that will cause the
earth to worship the first beast, President George W. Bush, who had a deadly
wound that healed.
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I thank %&%* for the divine revelations that He has given us today, and
I look forward to seeing every one in part three. May %&%* continue to bless
you to have a wonderful feast. Shalom aleichem, and aniy ahov.
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